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New workspace design collection Hightower’s largest
Danish partnership gives US clients endless options in office seating + tables
SEATTLE, WA, March 5, 2019—Hightower announces new and expanded Scandinavian furniture designs in
seating and work surfaces available for the first time to our US clients. In an exclusive partnership agreement with
Denmark’s Four Design, Hightower offers more access to some of Europe’s most popular chair and table designs
for today’s work spaces. “The number of new options we’re bringing to office interiors is extensive,” said Monique
Lecomte, Global Director of Sales for Hightower, “the largest we’ve launched at one time to date.”
Unique profiles and exciting new options:
The FourCast®2 chair, with its remarkably comfortable, iconic “V” back, has been a Hightower bestseller for ten
years. For Spring 2019, Hightower introduces infinite new configurations of this popular design: more room to play
with color choice including monochromatic and multiple ways to customize upholstered seat pads or seat interior
with fabric. Height, base, and leg options have been added. Accessories such as linking brackets plus transport
and storage trolleys are also available. New profiles include:
●
●
●

The FourSure® chair with a roomier, curvier seat, and overall organic lines
The FourMe® armchair’s distinct, soft grip, biocomposite shell is reinforced with visible wood fibers
The FourReal® 741 Flake Diamond table has an organic shaped surface which optimizes space so more
people can gather around it plus superellipse legs designed with end user empathy in mind

The FourReal 741 Flake Diamond is a notable collection standout. “When people sit closer together, they naturally
interact more. But an ideal collaborative environment shouldn’t include team members distracted by
uncomfortable table frames,” Natalie Hartkopf, Hightower CEO commented. “The FourReal Diamond solves this
common office problem. More people can gather together compared to traditional conference tables thanks to the
unique shape. The userfriendly frame means no more ‘musical chairs’ trying to avoid hitting table legs.”
View our latest collection here. Four Design pieces from Hightower are available in North America, including
Canada and Mexico, exclusively through our independent sales representatives and authorized dealers. Please
call (816) 2861051 or email service@hightoweraccess.com.
High resolution photography available upon request at communications@hightoweraccess.com

About Hightower:
Since 2003, we’ve been committed to setting our friends in the architectural and design community up for
success. Bold, unexpected, beautiful pieces aimed at improving workspace functionality have fueled our growth
since the beginning. Familyfounded and operated, our young, female leadership includes an awardwinning CEO
who continually pursues the best of what’s next. We empower A+D so they stand out in their field. Learn more at
www.hightoweraccess.com or contact us at +1 (816) 2861051
Hightower inspiration via Instagram or Pinterest @hightowergroup
Learn more about how our people make the difference: Hightower on LinkedIn @hightowergroup
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